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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2301-Sid chuckled as he sat straight. 

A large amount of blood gushed out of his mouth again. 

The divine power was still damaging his body. 

If there was no way to eliminate Blue’s divine power, his Saint’s body would 
not be able to support himself any longer. 

By then, the head of the TSA that had been dominating the Star Kingdom for 
many years would be gone. 

For the Star Kingdom, it would be a great loss to lose a Sacred Saint master 
who devoted himself to guarding the kingdom. 

“Blue Feather, it’s impossible for me to submit to you, because I know that 
even if I do, I won’t be able to survive. You know better than me how valuable 
the level 7 civilization Star Kingdom is. The Feather family will definitely send 
someone to manage this place and all of the Sacred Saints will have to die. I 
don’t need to buy that sliver of time as I’ve lived long enough.” Sid took the 
words out of Blue’s heart. 

As the actual controller of the Star Kingdom, the head of the TSA, he knew 
many secrets and has studied a large number of historical documents. He 
knew how tragic the collision between civilizations would be. 

The loser, even if they surrendered, would not be able to retain anyone who 
had even the slightest bit of power. 

This was the policy that winning civilization would implement in order to 
eliminate hidden dangers. 

Not just the Saint Realm individuals, even the Pre-Saint ones could not 
escape from death. 

That being said, although Zenon and the other Sacred Saint masters had a 
tranquil expression, their hearts were trembling. 

‘If what Sid said was true, won’t we be removed by the Feather family?’ 



“You know a lot, but you have underestimated our Feather family. We control 
a lot of level 8 civilizations, obviously we won’t bother about a small level 7 
civilization. But since you’re asking for your own death, then I shall help you.” 
Blue said casually. 

In truth, he was just boasting. 

The Feather family was not as powerful as he mentioned and that they could 
control multiple level 8 civilizations. 

He was just saying this to comfort the five Sacred Saint masters that 
submitted to the Feather family earlier. 

‘If all of them resist desperately like Sid, who should I go to understand the 
secrets of the Star Kingdom? Where am I supposed to find their Master 
David?’ 

The other Saint Realm population did not understand the secrets of the 
kingdom either. 

For example, Sahar of the True Saint rank, which was why he had to keep 
them around for the time being. 

“Just do it! Ever since Azul died and Master David said that he could not stop 
him from transmitting the signal, I’ve expected this day to come, just not so 
soon. It’s a pity that the time frame is too short, otherwise your family may not 
be able to easily occupy this place. Sigh… I suppose God wants the Star 
Kingdom to disappear from this world.” Sid sighed. 

It would’ve been a great chance for the Star Kingdom to rise, given that a 
talent like David was present. 

However, it was a pity that God did not give them the time. 

If David was given a few hundred years or more, he could definitely reach the 
next level and lead the Star Kingdom to becoming a level 8 civilization. 

Sadly, the invasion occurred only a year after Azul’s death. 

David could never breakthrough the Divine Realm in such a short time. 

The only hope right now was that David could escape and be the last hope for 
the Star Kingdom. 



If not, the Star Kingdom would become the slave of the Feather family forever 
and get exploited. 

“To be frank, I didn’t want to kill anybody but since you’re asking for it, it’s not 
my problem anymore.” Blue was about to make a move as he spoke. 

‘This old man knows too much. It’s not a good idea to keep him alive as he 
can persuade the rest to resist.’ 

Just as he was about to make a move, a voice sounded, asking him to stop. 2 

“Master Blue, hang on!” > 

It was Zenon who spoke up. 1 

 


